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[Abstract] Magnetic skyrmions are magnetic textures with topological protection, which are 

expected to be information carriers in future spintronic devices. In this work, we propose a 

scheme to implement hybrid magnetic skyrmions (HMS) in ferrimagnets, and we study 

theoretically and numerically the dynamics of the HMS driven by spin-orbit torque. It is 

revealed that the skyrmion Hall effect depends on the skyrmion helicity and the net angular 

momentum (δs), allowing the effective modulation of the HMS motion through tuning 

Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction and δs. Thus, the Hall effect can be suppressed through 

selecting suitable materials to better control the HMS motion. Moreover, Magnus force for 

finite δs suppresses the transverse motion and enhances the longitudinal propagation, resulting 

in the HMS dynamics in ferrimagnets faster than that in antiferromagnets. 
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I. Introduction   

Magnetic skyrmions are localized spin textures with a topological number [1–5], which 

have been observed in a series of chiral magnets and heavy metal/ferromagnetic films where 

Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) due to the broken inversion symmetry plays an 

important role in stabilizing the skyrmions. Specifically, the bulk DMI in chiral magnets 

stabilizes Bloch skyrmions (typical spin configuration is shown in Fig. 1(a)) [6], and the 

interfacial DMI in films favors the formation of Néel skyrmions (Fig. 1(b)) [7]. Importantly, 

skyrmions are relatively steady with small size owing to the topological protection [8–12], and 

they can be driven by electric current with a rather low density, making them exciting candidates 

for high-density and low-power-consuming information storage devices. 

Spintronic devices based on skyrmion require precise modulation of the skyrmions, while 

the skyrmion Hall effect remains a key challenge [13–16]. In detail, when skyrmion is driven 

by spin-polarized current, it suffers a transverse Magnus force and deviates from the current 

direction. As a result, the skyrmion can be driven out of the track under a high current, resulting 

in a loss of information. To overcome this deficiency, a number of solutions including the use 

of antiferromagnets [7], boundary effect [17], and other similar spin structures [18] have been 

proposed.  

Most recently, hybrid magnetic skyrmion (HMS) in ferromagnets with a structure 

interpolating between Néel and Bloch skyrmions stabilized by the hybrid DMI (a mixture of 

interfacial and bulk DMIs) or by coupling with vortex structures has been reported, which is 

revealed to has an enhanced mobility and a reduced skyrmion Hall effect [19–22]. Interestingly, 

the HMS dynamics driven by spin-orbit torque (SOT) significantly depends on the skyrmion 

helicity, providing another parameter in modulating the Hall effect. For example, one can tune 

the ratio of the interfacial and bulk DMIs through various methods such as applying 

voltage [23], electric field [24] and strain [25,26], and in turn modulates the skyrmion helicity 

and dynamics. As a matter of fact, the skyrmion Hall effect induced by SOT in ferromagnets 

can be eliminated through delicate tuning the skyrmion helicity, while the strong stray field and 

relatively slow spin dynamics are still disadvantages in applications.   



In antiferromagnets, on the other hand, the Magnus forces of two-sublattices induced by 

spin-orbit/spin-transfer torque on Néel or Bloch skyrmion are well canceled out, and the 

skyrmion moves along the current direction [27,28]. Thus, besides zero stray field and fast spin 

dynamics, antiferromagnets also provide an important platform for achieving skyrmion long-

range transmission. However, effectively detection and modulation of antiferromagnetic 

skyrmions are still challenging in practice due to zero net magnetization of the system. 

Moreover, in antiferromagnets, a strong Hall motion of HMS is also revealed when it is driven 

by SOT, which is different from the case of spin-transfer torque driven HMS motion with zero 

Hall angle [29]. This phenomenon attributes to the fact that the effective SOT depending on the 

helicity of the HMS generally deviates from the current direction, resulting in the HMS Hall 

effect.  

Alternatively, ferrimagnets are suggested to combine the benefits of ultra-high working 

frequencies with ease of detecting and modulating [30–32], noting that ferrimagnet has a 

nonzero magnetic moment and ultrafast spin dynamics comparable to antiferromagnets around 

the angular momentum compensation temperature (TA). Importantly, the net angular 

momentum δs can be adjusted through tuning temperature and ion doping, which has a 

significant effect on skyrmion dynamics [33–38]. For example, δs can effectively modulate the 

Magnus force induced by SOT and control the skyrmion Hall motion in ferrimagnets [18,32,39].  

Naturally, it is expected that the joint action of δs and skyrmion helicity gives rise to 

interesting skyrmion dynamics in ferrimagnets, which urgently deserves to be uncovered to 

provide a clear scenario for skyrmion motion manipulation. On the one hand, this study 

uncovers new dynamic behavior, contributing to the development of spintronics. For example, 

our earlier work has revealed that δs determines the momentum onto the skyrmion in 

ferrimagnets imposed by the injected magnons, and consequently affects the Hall angle [12]. In 

some extent, δs probably has an important effect on the SOT-driven HMS dynamics in 

ferrimagnets. On the other hand, the Hall effect of the HMS in ferrimagnets can be suppressed 

when the Magnus force depending on δs suppresses the transverse motion induced by the SOT. 



Thus, the HMS motion with zero Hall effect could be available for certain δs, which is 

instructive for experiment and device design to achieve the straight skyrmion motion.  

 In this work, we study the dynamics of HMS driven by SOT in ferrimagnets using Thiele 

theory and numerical simulations based on solving the two coupled Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert 

(LLG) equations. The dependence of the skyrmion Hall angle on δs and the helicity is 

investigated, which exhibits the gradual transition in Hall angle on δs and the helicity. Thus, 

Hall motion of the HMS can be suppressed through choosing suitable δs, allowing one to select 

suitable materials to better control the skyrmion motion. Furthermore, the mobility of the HMS 

in ferrimagnets could be enhanced attributing to Magnus force.  

 

 

II. Theory for SOT-driven HMS dynamics in ferrimagnets 

In this section, we study theoretically the HMS dynamics in ferrimagnets driven by SOT 

through deriving the equations of motion for a HMS based on Thiele theory. We consider a spin 

model composed of two unequal sublattices which are antiferromagnetically coupled, as shown 

in Fig. 1(d). The unit magnetization vectors of the two sublattices are m1 and m2, respectively. 

In the continuum approximation [40], one introduces the Néel vector n = (m1 − m2)/2 and the 

magnetization vector m = (m1 + m2)/2 to deal with the dynamic equations of ferrimagnets. 

Considering the SOT term, the dynamics of vectors m and n can be described by the following 

equation, 

( ) ( ) ( )2s m n ps s + = −  +  +  +  m n m f n f n n n m n , (1a) 

( ) ( ) ( )m ss s = −  +  +   n n f n n n m , (1b) 

where s = (s1 + s2) with the angular momentum densities of the two sublattices s1 and s2, δs = 

(s1 − s2), sα = (s1α1 + s2α2) with the damping constants α1 and α2, and α = (s1α1 + s2α2)/s is the 

damping coefficient. β = ħjθSH / et is the coefficient of the SOT term, where ħ is the reduced 

Planck constant, e is the electron charge, and t is the thickness of the magnetic layer. mp is the 

polarization vector of the spin polarized current, θSH is the spin Hall angle, and j is the current 

density. fn = − δU / δn and fm = −δU / δm denote the effective fields of n and m, respectively, 



with the free energy density U. Considering the fact that |m| << |n| in slowly evolving system, 

the dynamic equation can be represented by n after neglecting the weak terms: 

( ) ( )2 0s n ps   − −  +  +   =n n n n f n n n m n , (2) 

where ρ = s2/a is the inertia coefficient. 

Owing to the topological protection, the HMS behaves as a soliton or a rigid body that 

keeps its shape unchanged during the propagation. For convenience, the HMS motion is 

introduced into the dynamic equation in the form of collective coordinates R(t), n(r, t) = n(r − 

R(t)). Projecting the dynamic equation onto the HMS translational mode, the following Thiele 

equation of the HMS dynamics is obtained [41]: 

( )2 0s pM s IR −  −  +  =R G R R m , (3) 

where M = −ρ∫(∂in ∙ ∂in)dxdy is the effective mass of the HMS, and G = (0, 0, 4πQ) is the 

gyromagnetic coupling vector with the topological charge Q. Here, Q, the viscous coefficient 

, and tensor I read 

( ) ( )1/ 4 d dx yQ x y  =   
  n n n , (4a) 

( )

( )

d d 0

0 d d
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( ) ( )sin cos drI r r r r  =  +   , (4c) 

where θ is the polar angle of the Néel vector in the spherical coordinate, and r is the radius in 

the polar coordinate, as shown in Fig. 1(c). The tensor R(Θ) reads 

( )
sin cos

cos sin
R

−   
 =  

−  −  
, (5) 

where the skyrmion helicity Θ = arctan(Db/Di) is determined by the bulk DMI magnitude (Db) 

and the interfacial DMI magnitude (Di), which could be altered between 0 and 2π. It is worth 

noting that the tensor R(Θ) and SOT are directly coupled, allowing one to modulate the SOT 

acting on the HMS through tuning the HMS helicity.  



First, we focus on the dynamics of the HMS at TA with δs = 0. In this case, the Magnus 

force denoted by the second term in Eq. (3) is eliminated, and the acceleration R can be safely 

ignored considering the steady motion of the HMS. When the current is polarized along the x-

direction mp = ex, one obtains the velocity components of the HMS,  

2 sinxv I s= −  , (6a) 

2 cosyv I s= −  .
 (6b) 

It is clearly shown that the motion of the HMS depends on its helicity. Particularly, the 

dependence of vx/vy on the DMI coefficients reads: 

n // ta b ix yv D Dv =  = , (7) 

the same as that obtained through solving the LLG equation in the earlier report [29]. 

Subsequently, we derive the velocity of the HMS in uncompensated ferrimagnets for a 

finite δs, which is given by:  

( ) ( )2 2 2 2 28 cos 2 sin 16x s a sv I Q s Q s    = − +  + , (8a) 

( ) ( )2 2 2 2 28 sin 2 cos 16y s a sv I Q s Q s    = − − +  + . (8b) 

Thus, the dependence of the velocity on both δs and Θ is clearly demonstrated, allowing one to 

modulate the dynamics through tuning these parameters. Taking Θ = π/4 as an example, the 

Magnus force ~Qδs for negative δs enhances the longitudinal motion and suppresses the 

transverse motion, resulting in the decrease of the Hall angle ~vx/vy. Subsequently, the HMS 

speed v and Hall angle θH are derived, respectively,  
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+
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It is demonstrated that v linearly depends on the current intensity and hardly be affected by the 

HMS helicity. Importantly, the helicity and δs effectively modulates the skyrmion Hall angle, 

demonstrating the important role of the DMI magnitudes and δs in controlling the HMS 



dynamics in ferrimagnets. For tanΘ = sα/4πQδs, zero Hall angle is achieved, and the skyrmion 

moves straightly along the current direction with a speed of 2βI/(16πQ2δs
2 + sα

22)1/2. 

Interestingly, sα decreases as δs increases, which may enhance the speed of the HMS. Thus, it 

is suggested theoretically that the Hall motion of the HMS in ferrimagnets can be completely 

suppressed in accompany of the speed enhancement by tuning δs, which definitely favors future 

applications.  

To check these predictions, a comparison between the theoretical analysis with the 

numerical simulations is indispensable. In Sec. III, we introduce numerical simulations of the 

Heisenberg spin model, and then give the calculated results and discussion. 

 

 

III. Numerical simulations and discussion 

In this section, we first introduce the simulation method based on the standard Heisenberg 

model through solving the LLG equation, and then give the simulated and calculated results. A 

brief discussion on potential application of the HMS is discussed at last.  

 

A. Model and simulation method 

The micromagnetic simulations are performed based on the classical Heisenberg model, 

and the model Hamiltonian is given by  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2

, ,

ˆ ˆ

A B

A B

AB i j A i j B i j

<i,j> i,j i,j

A B

i ij i j b ij i j i

i j i j i

H J J J

D z +D K z

   

   

=  +  + 
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s s s s s s

u s s u s s s
, (10) 

where si is the normalized spin at lattice site i, JAB is the antiferromagnetic interlayer interaction 

between sublattice A and sublattice B, JA and JB are the ferromagnetic intra-sublattice coupling 

for sublattice A and sublattice B between the nearest neighboring spins, respectively. D
A 

i and D

B 

b are the interfacial DMI and bulk DMI coefficients for two sublattices, respectively, uij is the 

unit vector connecting two spins in sublattices, and K is the anisotropy constant. 



The coupling parameters are the same as those in the theoretical analysis. Actually, the 

stabilization of ferrimagnetic skyrmions have been experimentally reported in GdCo films [42]. 

Herein, we consider a GdCo/Co heterostructure to produce HMS, where the coupling between 

the two magnetic layers can be modulated by tuning the thickness of the spacer [43]. The 

interfacial DMI in Co layer is induced by coupling with a heavy metal layer which generates 

strong spin-orbit couplings [44], and SOT can be easily applied by injecting in-plane current 

into the heavy metal layer [8,15]. Without loss of generality, we set the intra-sublattice 

exchange stiffness AGd-Gd = 5 pJ/m, ACo-Co = 5 pJ/m, the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy 

constant K = 0.16 MJ/m3, the bilinear surface exchange coefficient σ = −1 mJ/m2, and the DMI 

coefficients Di and Db vary within a reasonable range.  

Then, the dynamics of the HMS is investigated by solving the LLG equation, 

( ),
M

i i i
i i eff i i i i p i

it t

 
 

 
= −  +  +  

 

s s
s H s s m s , (11) 

where Heff,i = Mi
−1H/si is the effective field with the magnetic moment Mi at site i, and the 

gyromagnetic ratio γi = giμB/ħ with the g-factors g1 = 2.2 and g2 = 2. We set the spin Hall angle 

θSH = 0.2, and the damping constants α1 = α2 = 0.4. 

Here, the micromagnetic simulations are performed using the Object-Oriented 

MicroMagnetic Framework (OOMMF) with extended DMI module. We start from a discrete 

lattice with the size of 100 nm × 100 nm × 9 nm and cell size of 1 nm × 1 nm × 3 nm, and set 

the time step to 10−13 s. The used magnetic moments Mi for nine different cases are shown in 

Table 1, corresponding to nine different δs.  

 

B. Results and discussion 

In Fig. 2(a), we present the simulated and theoretical calculated vx/vy as functions of tanΘ 

at TA. The simulations coincide well with the theory, confirming the validity of the theory 

analysis. A linear dependence of vx/vy on tanΘ is observed for mp = ex, the same as that in 

antiferromagnets [29]. Similarly, when the polarization vector of the injected spin current is 

tuned from ex to ey, the HMS moves along the direction perpendicular to the motion for mp = 



ex, and vy/vx linearly increases with tanΘ. Therefore, one can modulate the HMS motion through 

tuning the helicity and spin polarization.   

Subsequently, the effect of the helicity on the speed of the HMS v is investigated, and the 

corresponding results are shown in Fig. 2(b) where present the simulated v as a function of 

current density j for various Di/Db with a fixed 2 2

i bD D D= + . v linearly increases with the 

increasing j due to the enhancement of SOT, consistent with the earlier report. For a fixed j, the 

HMS moves at a highest speed for Di = Db, and speed down when Di and Db deviate from each 

other. This phenomenon can be understood from the following aspects. It is well noted that 

skyrmion size mainly depends on DMI and anisotropy. For two uncoupled magnetic layers, 

DMIs with a same magnitude stabilize the isolated skyrmions with a same size, while the sizes 

of the skyrmions are different for DMIs with different magnitudes. Thus, for Di = Db, the 

skyrmions in two sublattices are well coupled due to the same skyrmion size. However, when 

Di deviates from Db, the interlayer antiferromagnetic coupling competes with the DMI stronger 

than that for Di = Db, resulting in the increase of the internal energy and the reduction of the 

skyrmion mobility.  

In some extent, this phenomenon is analogous to the barrel effect, i.e., the size and speed 

of the HMS are mainly determined on the smaller one of Di and Db. As a matter of fact, this 

qualitative explanation is confirmed in the calculated I/shown in the insert of Fig. 2(b), noting 

that I/ depends on the HMS structure and determines the dynamics. I/reaches its maximum 

for Di = Db, and decreases with the deviation between Di and Db. Moreover, for a same deviation 

magnitude, Di/Db = 1:4 or 4:1 as an example, the HMS have a same speed, as shown in our 

simulations.  

Subsequently, the effect of δs on HMS dynamics in uncompensated ferrimagnets is 

numerically investigated, and the corresponding results are shown in Fig. 3. Generally, during 

the propagation of the HMS, Magnus force proportional to δs is generated via the gyrotropic 

coupling, while the inertia coefficient ρ is decreased with the increase of δs. As a result, the 

speed of the HMS slightly increases as δs increases, as shown in Fig. 3(a) where presents the 



simulated and calculated v as a function of δs for various j with mp = ex. Furthermore, the 

simulations coincide well with the theory analysis for low current density (j ~ 6 × 1011 A/m2), 

while deviates from the theory for large j. It is noted that a deformation of the HMS may occur 

during the propagation with a high speed, attributing to the slight discrepancy between 

simulations and theory.  

Importantly, a significant effect of δs on the HSM Hall motion is revealed, as shown in Fig. 

3(b) where gives the simulated velocity components vx and vy as functions of δs for various j. 

Here, without loss of generality, we consider the case of Db = Di, corresponding to the helicity 

of –3π/4. For δs = 0, vx equals to vy, and the HMS moves along the [1, 1] direction. vy increases 

with the increase of δs, while vx less depends on δs. Thus, the Hall angle of the HMS could be 

modulated through tuning δs. On the one hand, the Magnus force along the [-1, 1]/[1, -1] 

direction is generated during the HMS propagation for positive/negative δs, which is enhanced 

as |δs| increases. Thus, the longitudinal/transverse motion vx/vy is suppressed/enhanced by 

Magnus force with the increase of δs. On the other hand, the parameter sα also decreases, and 

the contribution of the dissipative term to vx/vy is enhanced. Moreover, the dissipative term 

competes with the Magnus force in determining vx, as demonstrated in Eq. 8, resulting in a 

rather stable vx for various δs. However, both the two terms contribute to vy, and vy extensively 

increases with the increasing δs. As a result, the HMS Hall motion can be suppressed and even 

eliminated by choosing suitable δs.  

Similar effect of δs on the Hall motion of HMS with other helicity has been revealed, and 

the results are summarized in Fig. 4 where gives the simulated Hall angle in the (Di/Db, δs) 

parameter plane. It is clearly shown that both the HMS helicity and δs can be used in modulating 

the Hall angle, and zero Hall angle can be achieved for these parameter values shown with the 

dashed line. For example, the Bloch skyrmion with the helicity ~−π/2 stabilized by Db exhibits 

a Hall motion, as shown in Fig. 5(a) where gives the trajectory of the skyrmion for δs = -3.1×10-

7 J∙s/m3. The Hall motion is suppressed for introducing addition Di = Db /30 which stabilize the 

HMS with the helicity of -91.9°, and the HMS moves straightly along the x-direction, as shown 

in Fig. 5(b). Figs. 5(c) and 5(d) gives the trajectories of the Bloch skyrmion and HMS for δs = 



3.1×10-7 J∙s/m3, respectively, which also demonstrate the suppression of Hall motion by 

introducing suitable Di. Interestingly, the HMS moves faster than the case of negative δs, 

consistent with the theory analysis in Eq. (9a). In details, the speed is enhanced up to ~20% due 

to the enlargement of the Magnus force, noting that Magnus force suppresses the transverse 

motion and enhances the longitudinal propagation. Thus, ultrafast dynamics of HMS in 

ferrimagnets is available in the absence of the Hall motion, confirming again the advantages of 

ferrimagnets in future spintronic applications.  

 

C. Possible applications 

So far, this study unveils the important role of the skyrmion helicity and δs in modulating 

the SOT-driven dynamics of the HMS in ferrimagnets, which is helpful in guiding future 

experiments and device design.   

Generally, most of the parameters chosen in this study are comparable to those in 

GdCo/Co heterostructure [42–44]. The current density is in the order of 1011 A/m2 which is the 

typical magnitude in experiments [8,45,46], and the DMI magnitudes are set within a 

reasonable range. Importantly, the ratio Di/Db has been proven to be a core control parameter 

in modulating the skyrmion Hall effect, allowing one to better control the HMS dynamics 

through tuning the DMI coefficients in ferrimagnets. In particular, the DMI can be easily 

adjusted through applying voltage, electric field, or strain. Of course, the theoretically revealed 

HMS dynamics in ferrimagnets deserves to be checked in future experiments. 

A precise manipulation of skyrmion is important for implementing skyrmion-based logic 

devices such as logic arrays. For the application of skyrmionic logic circuit, we show here a 

skyrmion diversion operation in a Y-junction, as depicted in Fig. 6. Here, a gate voltage is 

applied to tune the DMI [24], and the electrodes are set at the nodes to control the interfacial 

DMI in the local area. When the input signal is “0” with low potential, no additional DMI is 

generated at the node and the skyrmion will move along its original track, as shown in fig. 6(a). 

One tunes the input voltage to “1” with high potential, a significant skyrmion Hall motion is 

induced and the skyrmion moves to another track, as depicted in fig. 6(b). Moreover, each 



voltage node can be considered as a logical unit, and the skyrmion-based programmable arrays 

can be implemented by connecting nodes in a series. 

 

 

V. Conclusion 

In conclusion, we have studied theoretically and numerically the dynamics of HMS in 

ferrimagnets driven by SOT. The dependence of the skyrmion Hall angle on the net angle 

momentum δs and the helicity is unveiled by numerical simulations, which demonstrates the 

gradual transition in Hall angle on δs and the helicity. Particularly, Hall motion of the HMS can 

be eliminated through tuning δs, allowing one to select suitable materials to better control the 

skyrmion motion. Moreover, the HMS for finite δs may exhibit faster dynamics than that of 

antiferromagnets, attributing to the Magnus force which suppresses the transverse motion and 

enhances the longitudinal propagation. Thus, this work demonstrates the advantages of the 

ferrimagnetic hybrid skyrmions for spintronic application, which is very meaningful for 

experiments and device design.  
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Table 1. Parameters used in the numerical simulation. 

Index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

M1 (kA/m) 1140 1130 1120 1110 1100 1090 1080 1070 1060 

M2 (kA/m) 1080 1060 1040 1020 1000 980 960 940 920 

δs (×10-7 J∙s/m3) −2.48 −1.86 −1.24 −0.62 0 0.62 1.24 1.86 2.48 

 



 

FIG. 1. Schematic spin configuration of (a) Bloch-skyrmion, (b) Néel-skyrmion and (c) hybrid 

skyrmion, and (d) sketch of a system with hybrid skyrmion where red and blue arrows represent 

the magnetization direction of CoGd and Co/Pt alloy, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

  



 

FIG. 2. (a) The calculated (lines) and simulated (symbols) vx/vy as functions of the skyrmion 

helicity tanΘ for various mp, and (b) the simulated HMS speed as a function of the current 

density j for various DMI ratios. The insert shows the calculated I/ for j = 5 × 1011 A/m2 for 

various DMI ratios. 



 

FIG. 3. (a) The calculated (lines) and simulated (symbols) v, and (b) the simulated vx and vy of 

the HMS as a function of δs for various j.  



 

FIG. 4. The simulated Hall angle of the HMS for mp = ex in the (Di/Db, δs) parameter plane. The 

black dashed line corresponds to the absence of the skyrmion Hall effect. 



 

FIG. 5. Trajectories of the skyrmion for (a) δs = −3.1 ×10-7 J∙s/m3 and Θ = −90º, and (b) δs = 

−3.1 ×10-7 J∙s/m3 and Θ = −91.9º, and (c) δs = 3.1 ×10-7 J∙s/m3 and Θ = −90º, and (d) δs = 3.1 

×10-7 J∙s/m3 and Θ = −86.8º. The magnetic textures in (a) and (c) are Bloch-type skyrmions, 

while those in (b) and (d) are HMS stabilized by the additional interfacial DMI. 



 

FIG. 6. The propagation of HMS driven by SOT in the Y-junctions with the input of (a) low 

potential “0”, and (b) high potential “1”. Here, the interfacial DMI is tuned by the applied 

voltage.  


